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If They Hear Not Moses - - - -


Reason and Revelation in Genesis 1-3. 


by Allan W. Anderson 
Professor of Philosophy 
San Diego State College 


Thjs essay has grown out of a continuing concern for the health 
of present-day education. Our classroom9 are still afflicted with 
the disease of c4rtesianism. It remains the general belief that 
teaching and learning properly begin with the question of thought 
rather than with existence, i.e., what is the case. 


The notion persists that there are infinite conceptual possibil
ities open to reason. Thus one is encouraged never to make up his 
mind about anything since he is always appropriating conceptually 
the possible. 


Yet the case is quite other for Everyman. He has a finite 
number of days in which to work out his salvation with fear and 
trembling. The sophistry of understanding seeking faith instead 
of faith seeking understanding inverts the natural order (Rom. 1:18-20). 


Revelation is a datum from which one must begin and so the 
adequate teacher does not devote himself to an endless exercise in 
trying to convince the student of what is the case. Unless the 
student has already consented to that, education, as such, cannot 
begin. The teacher ought not try to coerce or seduce the student 
into the truth. Rather, he must simply witness to it. 


Any competent thinker must apprehend that existence has certain 
basic structures. This fundamental insight disposes him to believe 
that the world is essentially a cosmos and not a chaos; and from 
this he infers that the world is an intelligible order -with the 
reservation that his finite mind is unable to grasp this order in 
every respect. Intellect, when not forced to serve a perverse 
will and appetite, can not let him down in this primary affirmation. 
Intellect is coerced by truth. Unless corrupted by other faculties 
it must receive what is the case, namely, what exists. On this 
~ccount, given normal intelligence, and all other factors being equal, 
if one still can not receive truth it is because he will not. Thus 
Christianity has always asserted that sin lies first in the will and 
only consequentially in the understanding. 
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The religious thinker working within the Western tradition m1st 
ask whether the belief that the world is an intelligible order con
forms to Biblical thought. The answer to this is found clearly, 
simply, yet profoundly in Genesis 1-J, appropriately the first three 
chapters of the first of the books entitled the Books of Moses. 


The generic traits of existence are three and these are expressed 
in polar structure: 1) the infinite and finite, 2) the eternal and 
temporal, 3) freedom and necessity. It is helpful to follow this 
Scriptural account in the order in which it unfolds. This will re
quire that the infinite and finite be taken up first. 


I 


The s'tory of Creation in Genesis I is distinguished, ·among 
other things, for its presenting creation in her radiance. The over
whelming emphasis is upon form. The bounds of every creature after 
its kind are set. It is a hymn to divinely ordered limit. It is not 
as some have thought, a paean to progress. A serial progression there 
is, from the first creature called into being, namely, light to the 
acme of creation, man. But the order is essentially qualitative, 
not quantitative. There is no endless proliferation and diffusion. 
Creation is marked clearly by a beginning and a term, an origin and 
a cons~tion. The series of creatures called into being begins 
with light, the simple and maximally diffuse, and concludes with 
man, the creature who is representatively comprehensive and max
imally combined. 


' Since nQ creature has constituted itself primordially, it is 
bound ~o express its dependent nature: even procreatively, each 
creature "after his kind." The radical point here has nothing to do 
with arguments against secular biological theory. It is concerned 
in something far more fundamental, namely the "nature" of the creature 
as sue~. Thus St. Paul speaks of God who calls things which are not 
yet in existence as though they already were (Rom. 4:17). The creature 
bounded by the Boundless, created from nQthing, has no self-sufficient 
being from itsel~ nor • any in the divine .essence, for God was under 
no necessity whatever to create. Creation is simply a free act of 
God's will and not a work of His nature. Since creation has under
gone passage from not-being into being it cannQt on that account be 
coeternal with God. The ontological limits of the creature are 
given to it in advance qy power infinitely and qualitatively other 
than the creature's own. This requires the creature to occupy a 
station in the hierarchy of Creation, a position which it is powerless 
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to alter in the slightest degree for it has no resources by which to 
constitute itself as such, in being. 


Where, then, does Genesis 1 locate ~ in the order of creation? 
Like every other creature he is bounded on the one hand by his origin, 
his beginning, and on the other by his consummation, his proper end. 
He is essentially distinguished from other creatures in that only he 
is created directly in the image of God. He is functionally dis
tinguished from them as their divinely commissioned ruler (v.28). 
Though created as the consummation of the finite order he remains 
bounded by the Boundless. Made in the image of God he has the formal 
condition of freedom, the faculty of choice; and while the content 
of that image is man's participation by grace in the divine life 
(II Peter 1:4), neither of these gifts can assimilate him to the 
divine essence. He is placed between two orders, the divine and the 
creaturely with a vocational responsibility toward both. Archetypally 
he is a cosmic sacrifice, the one whose role is to mediate the created 
order toward God and the divine energies toward the creature. Chris
tianity holds that this divine-h1unan office has been historically 
accomplished in the life of Christ Jesus and has been given a definite 
statement in the Epistle to the Hebrews. 


That man so stationed in the world has nonetheless no power pri
mordially to constitute himself in the world does not give him license 
to conclude that reason has no adequate role to play in this recog
nition. On the contrary, the comprehensive and magnificent structure 
of the vision in Genesis 1 is precisely the point from which reason 
must mak~ her adequate journey as the handmaiden who accompanies faith. 


We must first believe so that we may come to understand since 
in duly ordering priorities among activities of the spiritual life 
faith outranks understanding. But in man faith is never constitu
tionally independent of the understanding. How could it be other
wise when in the first and great commandment we are commanded to 
love the Lord our God with all our mind? (Mark 12:30). 


Clearly then, Scripture teaches unequivocally that the world is 
a cosmos, not a chaos and further commands us to believe it, i.e., 
to consent to it as the case without a conclusive demonstration of 
that both in adv~e and in every respect. If one will make such a 
radical act of trrist, of belief, he will came to understand his sta
tion in the world and will not be at a loss to answer God's first 
question to man: "Adam, where art thou?" He will know. 
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II 


It is ono thing to discover the truth of Genesis 1 but quite 
another to accept it. Already, pressing forward relentlessly, comes 
now the second act in the cosmic drama. Genesis 2 confronts man with 
the ques·tion: Will you abide in the Abiding? 


Genesis 2 brings into the foreground man's relation to the next 
basic structure of existence , namely, that of the eternal and the 
temporal. Whereas Genesis 1 locates man in Power and covers him with 
the Almighty, the succeeding story of creation situates man within 
Law and shows him subject to the divine Sovereignty. God is called 
in this chapter the Lord God. The cosmic structural splendor and 
benevolent amplitude of the first chapter are much in the background 
in this one. Death is spoken of for the first time. Emphasis on sta-
tion is replaced by concern for quality of passage; and, with that 
shift in seen~, world yields the stage to soul and cosmos to psyche. 


Genesis 2 has nothing in it of the aesthetic optimism so char
acteristic of the first Chapter where the goodness of things refers 
to their fitness within an organic whole. Yet in both chapters, 
man's task is commanded and clearly described. A careful reading of 
them should dispel for all time the naive notion that some passively 
paradisal utopia constituted man's primordial environment. From the 
beginning man has been made for activity - for ruling, filling and 
subduing the earth (1:28) and for guarding and cultivating the 
Garden (2:15). 


Three primary events in 
wardness: 1) the Lord God's 
every living creature (v.l9) 
out of man (v.21-22). 


Chapter 2 point up directly man's in
prohibition (v.l7) 2) man's naming 
J) the making of woman from a rib taken 


1) The prohibition. This is the creation story's central event 
for grounding an adequate grasp of the human condition. It interrupts 
radically the immediacy of the communion between God and man and act
u8lizes instantly for man the infinite qualitative distance between 
the Creator and creature, the sovereign and subject. The occasion 
for human despair, for angst, is fully actualized. But an occasion 
for disfunction does not coerce it; and precisely on that account 
classical theology has always insisted that man ought not to have 
disobeyed the divine prohibition. 


How shall we explain man's sinful response to the divinely created 
occasion for that sin? By recognizing that the passibility of evil 
is the condition upon which finite good must freely actualize itself, 
within the limits of finite freedom. The possibility of evil is im-
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plicit in the divine prohibition and this possibility lies in the 
nothing, the negative principle in created being. This principle 
must itself be negated consciously upon the instant it is consciously 
encountered or right action will not be actualized at all. There is 
no need for reason to prove or explain the possibility of evil since 
it is a principle, not a conclusion. 


Contcmpurary theology (Tillich) has mi,:;guidedly attempted to ex
plain the possibility of evil by claiming that there is a point in 
which Creation and the Fall coincide - tlrus making actualized creation 
and estranged existence identical. No interpretation cotlid be more 
di~astrous for an understanding of the relation between grace and free 
will. Revelation and not reason must help us here. Creation and the 
Fall are not coincident. Rather, the coincidence is between grace and 
human freedom. (Phil. 2:13) Neither det&rmines the other. They co
operate in a uniorP. of two wills, the divine and the human. There is 
only one adequate human embodiment of this mystery - the sacramental 
life of loving prayer in which one abides always in God's love and 
God abides in him; so that in this respect, as He is so are we in 
this world. (I John 4:16-17) 


What could be more conspicuous by its absence from Genesis 2 
than any mention whatsoever of man's prayerful response in trust 
to that prohibition's rupture? Precisely at this point man should 
have come of age. Clearly, he did not because he would not . And 
Genesis 3 is not far off. 


2) Man's naming every living creature. This event follows immed
iately upon the prohibition. God brought the creatures to man "and 
whatever the man called every living creature, that was its name." 
(v.l9) The power of intellect to abstract adequately the essence of 
another cre~ture is clearly implied here. There is no following state
ment to the effect that ~ misnamed any, some or all of those God 
brought to him. Ancient man understood that a name signifies its 
bearer's nature or essential power. Both the activity and mystery 
of languago are set forth in this text. 


Language offers man the possibility of comprehending the Law of 
hi.3 own stati·::>n in Creation. Man 1 s language not only marks out space 
humanly but halts the mindless transition from past to present, 
and from present to future. The name of a thing abides. It cannot 
be reduced to the temporal trajectory and numberless accidents of a 
thing's career. Language ~iscloses the signature of the Abiding both 
within and without all those things which are forever coming to be 
and passing away. 
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Man undertakes tho task of naming creatures. He does this prior 
to the Fall. This reveals a responsible human consciousness alreadJ 
active prior to the Fall. Contamporary theologians, philosophers 
and psychoanalysts who interpret the Fall honorifically as the neces
sary prelude to free man from the prison of dreaming innocence seem 
no~ to have attended closely to the text nor to have considered the 
moral significance of language. 


3) Tho making of ~ from the rib of ~· The creation of 
man is not complete until woman is brought forth. The other creatures, 
though named by man, are necessary but not sufficient for the function
al objectification of himself. Without woman man would have remained 
a prisoner within his own subjectivity. 


Th~ gift of ~guage and the bisexual structure of man bring his 
consciousness to functional maturity. The academically popular al
ternative to this interpretation presupposes that man's consciousness 
could not mature without his first asserting his finite freedom over 
against h~ Creator, i.e. man required willingly to disorder his rel
ation to God and the cosmos or remain forever in an arrested develop
ment. 


On the contrary, it is clear that God Himself undertook to in
itiate and bear first that psychological distance necessary between 
any two or more beings if they are to realize either friendship or 
estrangement. Otherwise, how shall we account for 1) the Creator's 
initiating the prohibition followed by 2) His solicitude in observ
ing that it is not good for man to be alone and 3) His undertaking 
next to find and then make a companion for the one who is now alone? 
In each instance the initiative is God's. The psychological distance 
remains - as it must, if man is to go on growing as a person - rut 
it is brought to functional use as the necessary condition for actu
alizing communion between friends or estrangement between aliens. 
There is no basis whatsoever in the story to support the notion that 
man had deliberately to make himself a stranger in the world in order 
to achieve a greater good. 


When woman is presented to him, man experiences the company of 
his own kind, and the first rudiment of human sociality. At this 
point the developing cosmic social structure includes 1) God, 2) man 
as completed, 3) other finite creatures. However, full social in
tercourse has not yet been .actualized. Company has been established. 
Society, as the ordered reciprocal activity between at least three 
persons has still to be presented. 


.. 
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III 


Genesis 3 begins with an astonishing ~vent. Man is directly 
addressed by his creaturely environment through the initiative of 
the serpent, itself a wild,. not a domestic creature. The creature 
speaks first, and to woman. There is nothing inherently wrong with 
the serpent's first addressing humankind. It is one of the essential 
features of the world that things address man in their own way. But 
he is responsible for answering them correctly, i.e., in full awareness 
of his vocational dignity and his own creaturely limit. ,The drama of 
the social anq personal encounter between man as a whole and his en
vironment introduces the religious significance of the third structure 
of existence, freedommd necessity. 


The stable relation between God the Unchanging (Jas. 1:17) and 
the creature as mutable (IICor. 3:18) is presented unequivocally in 
the story of the Fall of man. Finite freedom is actualized as a 
strict unity of possibility and necessity. It consists ~ the capacity 
to choose freely and to imagine a possibility for itself and others. 
Such an imagined possibility may or may not conform to the inner neces
sity of the h~ creature itself. Human imagination if so disordered 
by the will can disregard the essential creaturely limit in human being 
or voca~ion or both. 


The woman falls through choosing to actualize sheer fantasy 
(Gen. 3:6). Like every creature she is suspended between the inner 
necessity of her nature and the lure of appetite. As human she con
jures with imagination a possibility made plausible by belief in the 
serpent's declaration of God's alleged deception and vulnerability. 
She has to choose between two conflicting beliefs; either she believes 
God obediently or the serpent opportunistically. 


This introduces what for our time is a staggering and unwelcome 
thought: there are just some things that in the practical order ought 
not to be known. What are they? Whatever things are inimical to right 
action at the time, such as the actualized consequences of a wrong 
action which ought not to be taken. Finitude cannot have it both ways 
in the same place, at the same time, with the same person, in the same 
way toward the same end. 


The woman chooses to actualize her fantasy rather than, for the 
love and sake of God to hold obediently to her necessary creaturely 
limit. There remains always one potontinl i l.y that we should never 
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thought ~or our time during whi ch so many are bent on the noti on 
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that man is a bundle of potentialities driving toward their actual
ization. It is fatally o~erlooked that there is a potentiality in us 
that must be negated rather t han r ealized. 


. What is the movement requi red of the human creature when tempted 
to nihilate freely the di vine imperative? It is a double movement, 
a double negation which consists i n our refusal to refuse the divine 
will. This double movement would be unnecessary had we primordially 
the power to create the good by di vine fiat. Mysteriously, however, 
we possess the initiative for withdrawing into the nothing from which 
we were call ed into being. We must not give ourselves airs that ex
ercising that initiative frustrates the will of God, as Creator. Yet 
it does indeed frustrate our conscious communion with God and so de
stroys our realizing our divine-human destiny. 


This freely willed failure to attend singlemindedly to the 
divine imperative, this refusal· to "wait upon God", actualizes the 
nothing by corrupting from the human side the relationship between 
creature and Creator. The demonic suffering which this entails 
causes us to recognize evil as not only a privation but also as pos
itive. "Something" which is no .,;, thing then erodes the otherwise 
glorious passage of being. Maritain puts this well in commenting 
on John 15:5, " ' For wit hout me, you can do nothing'; which is to say, 
'Without me you can make that thing which is nothing' •11 


Sartre says that man's freedom consists in his power to say no. 
Unfortunately he does not go on to say that man is under primordial 
obligation to say, by grace, no to his own no. This is the double 
negation available to the human creature by which he obeys the nec
essary limit within himself and becomes established in the freedom 
of the children of God. 


When one not only "sees" this changeless relation between the 
Unchanging and the mutable but also consents to it as the case eter-


, nally (I Peter 1:25) he will, like Job, repent. He will begin modestly 
to make his return to the beginning of beginnings; and will not vainly 
take flight into the endless vagaries of thought which when ungrounded 
o~ right belief soon loses the very intelligibility b,y which the human 
mind is graced. 


Only such a penitent comes finally to be at home in the world. 
Upon the instant he confesses his belief and renounces all pretensions 
to supercede his Creator, behold, he is granted the vision of an in
telligible world in which he finds his place, his passage and his 
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consUJIIIIB tion. 


Perhaps Tennyson's grasp of that splendor prompted these first 
two stanzas he wrote for his epitaph: 


Sunset and evening star, 
And one clear call for me! 


And may there be no moaning of the bar, 
When I put out to sea, 


But such a tide as moving seems asleep, 
Too full for sound and foam, 


When that which drew from out the boundless deep 
Turns again home. 








If They Hear Not Moses - - - -


Reason and Revelation in Genesis 1-3. 


ExplanatorY Note 


This essay has grown out of a continuing concern for the health 


of present-day education. Our classrooms are still afflicted with 


the disease of Cartesianism. It remains the general belief that 


teaching and learning properly begin with the question of thought 


rather than with existence, i.e., what is the case. 


The notion persists that there are infinite conceptual possibil


ities open to reason. Thus one is encouraged never to make up his 


mind about anything since he is always appropriating conceptually 


the pnssible. 


Yet the case is quite other for Everyman. He has a finite 


number of days in which to work out his salvation with fear and 


trembling. The sophistry of understanding seeking faith instead 


of faith seeking understanding inverts the natural order (Rom. 1:18-20). 


Revelation is a datum from which one must begin and so the ad


equate teacher does not devote himself to an endless exercise in 


trying to convince the student of what is the case. Unless the stu


dent has already consented to that, education, as such, cannot begin. 


The teacher ought not try to coerce or seduce the student into the 


truth~ Rather, he must simply witness to it. 







If They Hear Not Moses - - -


Reason and Revelation in Genesis l-3. 


Not since the early decades of the nineteenth century when Roman


ticism drowned reason in crested waves of pure feeling has our culture 


known such an intellectual convul:-..ion as we are now suffering - and 


have endured these past ten years. Today, any pretender to the cap 


and gown talks airily of "blowing his mind;" and, in this democratic 


era of mind-blowing, perhaps the one mark left that distinguishes any 


man is that he tries to keep his own poor head when, all around, 


others are so bent on losing theirs. And it is of small account 


whether the current demolition of reason is induced with chemicals 


or ideology, since no other human faculty than intellect possesses 


inherently its own capacity for self-regulation. Will and appetite 


are notoriously un-selfgoverning, and even piety, as such, is unable 


to regulate itself. 


Reason, unaided ~ divine grace, is not a sufficient guide for 


human conduct but it is the necessary one. This is not said to exalt 


human reason at the expense of divine grace. Rather, without this 


distinction, no humane point of departure will be found for an analysis 


of the human condition. (Neither a theology of grace that overlooks 


this distinction - advancing, mindlessly, a divine determinism - nor 


a philosophy of reason that disbelieves the distinction can account 


adequately for man's power to negate the right expression of his 


essential nature). 


Man is, after all, a middle creature, neither coerced by grace to 
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reach his divine-human promise, nor, on the other hand, is he doomed 


never to transcend his natural environment, or situation. In an era 


of irrationalism and barbarism such as ours, the attack upon reason 


must be met by reason or it will be inferred that reason has no ade


quate resources within itself to meet the assault. Appeals from 


divine grace are necessary and appropriate at all times but precisely 


on that account they are of no particular assistance at particular 


times. And it is toward the particular need of our time that this 


essay is addressed. Thus human intellect must speak for itself when 


so challenged; and while never so eloquent as when mindful of its 


finite limitations, intellect's inherent function is not persuasion 


but correct judgment of what exists. In this respect truth is its 


proper object. In contrast to this, when will and appetite are per


verse, they energise and motivate irrationalism - driving for and 


lusting after power and pleasure as ends in themselves. 


In preparing the case for the just claims of reason the religious 


thinker will first turn prayerfully toward Scripture in the devout 


hope that divine revelation will, in this, as in all other respects, 


illuminate his task and guide his action. But if he knows what he 


is about he will not misuse revelation by trying to make it substitute 


for rational knowledge, even though his starting point is faith - as, 


indeed, it must be. 


Now it might be suggested that it must occasion an embarassment 


for intellect that its first and necessary act is one of believing 
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rather than fUlly knowing. On the contrary, any such unease would 


betray a disorder in the soul and not in the intellect itself. Unless 


one gave himself airs that he had, in all respects, the mind of God 


or fell enviously to lusting after the infinite he will not despair 


because human thought is never cnincident with its object. One does 


not require to know this philosophically since both common sense and 


correct sentiment secure the normal mind against such an extravagant 


fantasy. 


Any competent and sober thinker must apprehend that existence 


has certain generic traits, certain basic structures. This fUnda


mental insight disposes him to believe that the world is essentially 


a cosmos and not a chaos; and from this he infers that the world is 


an intelligible order - with the reservation that his finite mind is 


unable to grapp this order in every respect. Intellect, when not 


forced to serve a perverse will and appetite, can not let him down 


in this primary affirmation. Intellect is coerced by truth - as will 


and appetite are not. Being essentially receptive, intellect as such 


does not mix itself with other creaturely natures but abstracts their 


essences adequately according to their operations. Unless corrupted 


by other faculties it must receive what is the case, namely, what exists. 


It is coerced by the law of non-contradiction to abstract proportion


ately from what is. On this account, given normal intelligence, and 


all other factors being equal, if one still can not receive truth it 


is because he will not. Thus Christianity has always asserted that 
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sin lies first in the will and only consequentially in the understand


ing. The overwhelming practical importance of this for our inquiry 


will progressively appear. 


The religio~s thinker working within the Western tradition must 


ask whether the belief that the world is an intelligible order con


forms to Biblical thought. The an.;wer to this is found clearly, 


simply, yet profoundly in Genesis l -3, appropriately the first 


three chapters of the first of the books entitled the Books of Moses. 


During a time of rampant relativism one can take nothing for granted 


and accordingly he is thrown back upon the question of the beginning 


of beginnings. 


One more introductory comment is called for. It concerns the 


nature of the Genesis creation story. Some describe it as a record 


of historical events; others, that it is poetry only. Neither reduc


tive description is adequate. Each misconstrues the radical purpose 


of Scripture which is two-fold: l) to state the essential inter


relations between God, man and the world; 2) to describe man's proper 


station, activity and consummation in the world, i.e., to show him 


where and how he is in the world and what he ought to be doing about 


it under God. This being the case Scripture possesses a quality which 


is generically unique. Clearly, it is the authoritative statement con


cerning man's destiny as one created in the image of God •. Neither his


tory nor poetry have it within their natures to comprehend this, how


ever they might reflect it. 
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The generic traits of existence are three and these are expressed 


in polar structure: 1) the infinite and finite, 2) the eternal and 


temporal, J) freedom and necessity. 


A close stuqy of Genesis 1 -J will reveal that each chapter speaks 


directly to each of these structures with a special emphasis on man's 


relation to them i.e. this first of the Books of Moses begins with 


presenting the world as an intelligible structure until the third 


chapter which introduces the social and psychological disfunctions 


that account for alienation and estrangement. It is helpfUl to follow 


this Scriptural account in the order in which it unfolds. This will 


require that the infinite and finite be taken up first. 


I 


The story of Creation in Genesis 1 is distinguished, among 


other things, for its presenting creation in her radiance. The over


whelming emphasis is upon form. It might be called an ontological 


"blueprint" of the world. The bounds of every creature after its kind 


are set. It is a hymn to divinely ordered limit. It is not as some 


have thought and still think, a paean to progress. A serial progres


sion there is, from the first creature called into being, namely, light 


to the acme of creation, man. But the order is essentially qualitative, 


not quantitative. There is no endless proliferation and diffusion. 


Creation is marked clearly by a beginning and a term, an origin and a 


consummation. The series of creatures called into being begins with 
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light, the simple and maximally diffuse, and concludes with man the 


creature who is representatively comprehensive and maximally combined. 


Expansion and cor.traction never lose their qualitative and mutually 


limiting activities . The order of creation from light the physically 


expansive , to the intensive light of human consciousness is not a 


pattern of emergent evolution. It is a design of ordered creation. 


Since no creature has constituted itself primordially, it is bound 


to express its dependent nature: even procreatively, each creature 


"after his kind." The radical point here has nothing to do with 


arguments against secular biological theory. It is concerned in some


thing far more fundamental, namely the "nature" of the creature as 


such . Thus St. Paul speaks of God who calls things which are not yet 


in existence as though they already were (Rom. 4:17) . The creature 


bounded by the Boundless, created from nothing, has no self-sufficient 


being from itself nor any in the divine essence, for God was under 


no necessity whatever to create. Creation is simply a free act of 


God's will and not a work of His nature. Since creation has under


gone passage from not-being into being it cannot on that account be 


coeternal with God. The ontological limits of the creature are 


given to it in advance by power infinitely and qualitatively other 


than the creature's own. This requires the creature to occup,y a 


station in the hierarchy of Creation, a position which it is powerless 


to alter in the slightest degree for it has no resources by which to 


constitute itself as such, in being. 
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Wher e , then , does Genesi s l locate ~ in the order of creation? 


Like every other creature he i s bounded on the one hand by his origin, 


his beginning, and on the other by his consummation, his proper end. 


He is essential l y distinguished f r om other creatures in that only he 


is created directly in the image of God. He is functi onally distinguish


ed from them as t heir divinely commi s sioned ruler (v.28) -not, however, 


their tyrant. Though created as t he consummation of the finite order 


he remains bounded by the Boundless. Made in the image of God he 


has the formal condition of freedom, the faculty of choice; and while 


the content of that image is mads participation by grace in the divine 


life (II Peter l:4),neither of these gifts can assimilate him to the 


divine essence. He is placed between two orders, the divine and the 


creaturely with a vocational responsibility toward both. Archetypally 


he is a cosmic sacrifice, the one whose role is to mediate the created 


order toward God and the divine energies toward the creature. Man's 


station in being requires this performance,and when this is grasped 


adequately it is no longer difficult to see the validity in the 


Church's doctrine of the priesthood of all believers. Christianity 


holds that this divine-human office has been historically accomplished 


in the life of Christ Jesus and against the baCkground of Old Testament 


piety that account has been given a definitive statement in the Epistle 


to the Hebrews. 


That man so s tationed in the world has nonetheless no power pri


mordially to constitute himself in the world does not give him license 
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t o conclude that r eason has no adequate role t o play in this r ecog


nition. On the contrary, the comprehensive and ·magnificant structure 


of the vi sion in Genes is 1 i s precisely the point from which reason 


must make her adequat e j ourney as the handmaiden who accompanies faith. 


Reason must provide a sort of eyes f or her mistress, faith, while faith 


empowers the journey in and t oward God both for herself and her hand


maiden. Reason , as understanding, lends faith strong eyes for those 


things which are of account, namely, those things which embody truth. 


And faith needs this power of discernment since, as St. Augustine 


reminds us, one can have faith in evil also. 


Now it is the case that we must first believe so that we may 


come to understand since in duly ordering priorities among activities 


of the spiritual life faith outranks understanding. But in man faith 


is never constitutionally independent of the understanding. How could 


it be otherwise when in the first and great commandment we are commanded 


to love the Lord our God with all our mind? (Mark 12:30). This is the 


biblical warrant for all those whose vocation it is to contemplate the 


wisdom of God; for they also serve who only wait in order to think. 


They pause to consider how that "The Lord by wisdom founded the earth; 


by understanding he established the heavens; by his knowledge the 


deeps broke forth, and the clouds drop down the dew." {Prov. 3:19-20) 


Clearly then, Scripture teaches unequivocally that the world is 


a cosmos , not a chaos and further commands us to believe it, i.e. to 


consent t o it as the case without a conclusive demonstration of that 
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both in advance and in every respect. Otherwise we must indulge that 


disastrous fantasy that the proper object of the mind is something 


other than the intelligible . 


If one will make such a radi:::al act of trust , of belief, he will 


come to understand his station ir. the world and will not be at a loss 


to answer God's first question t o man: "Adam, where art thou?" He 


will know., 


II 


It is one thing to discover the truth of Genesis 1 but quite 


another to accept it. Perhaps one has made his peace with the case 


that he is bounded by the Boundless, that he is located in Being 


after the fashion appropriate to the creature man. He has barely 


begun. Already, pressing forward relentlessly, comes now the second 


act in the cosmic drama. Genesis 2 confronts man with the question: 


Will you abide in the Abiding? 


Genesis 2 brings into the foreground man's relation to the next 


basic structure of existence, namely, that of the eternal and the 


temporal. Whereas Genesis 1 locates man in Power and covers him with 


the Almighty, the succeeding story of creation situates man within 


Law and shows him subject to the divine Sovreignty. God is called 


in this chapter the Lord God. The cosmic structural splendor and 


benevolent amplitude of the first chapter are much in the background 


in this one . Death is spoken of for the first time. Emphasis on 
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station ls replaced by concern for quality of passage; and, with that 


shift in scene , world yields Lhe stage to soul and cosmos to psyche. 


This shift from the cosmological to the psychological lays th8 


ground work fvr an analysis of man 1 ~ inwardness - on the one hand 


presenting the triplicity of his !'ormal structure as body, soul and 


spirit; and on the other showing the duality in unity of his nature 


as masculine- and feminine. These element s of man's being are not of 


his own making and so their essential unity in diversity lies also 


beyond his control. There is already a hint of the significantly 


partite character of man's being in Genesis 1:27 where human male 


and female are stated created in the ~ image of God. 


Genesis 2 has nothing in it of the aesthetic optimism so charac-


teristic of the first Chapter where the goodness of things r c.:_'<:::rs "Lo 
. 


their fitness within an organic whole - their integral participativn 


in s_w.endor, harmony and propor"Lion. There, in contradistinction to 


Chapter :.., no restriction is ! , a-.;cd upon thf' ~xercise of povTers and 


enjOYJ!l61lL..3 proper to man. 


In both chapters, however, man's task is commanded and clearly 


described. A careful reading of them should dispel for all time the 


naive notion that some passively paradisal utopia constituted man's 


primordial environment. In reaction to this fantasy, St. Gregory of 


Nyssa, that great theologian of the fourth century, remarks that 


there never was such a thing as 11 paradise 11 • From the beginning man 


has been made for activity - for ruling, filling and subduing the 


earth (1:28) and for guarding and cultivating the Garden (2:15). 
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Three primary events in Chapter 2 point up directly m.anrs in


wardness: l) the Lord God's prohibition (v.l7) 2) man's naming every 


living creature (v.l9) 3) the making of woman from a rib taken out of 


man (v.2l-22). Briefly, these wi ll be taken up in order: 


l) The prohibition. In terms of the question of inwardness, 


this is the creation story's cer1tral event for grounding an adequate 


grasp of the human condition. It interrupts radically the immediacy 


of the communion between God and man and actualizes instantly for man 


the infinite qualitative distance between the Creator and creature, the 


sovereign and subject. The occasion for human despair, for angst, is 


fully actualized. But an occasion for disfunction does not coerce it; 


and precisely on that account classical theology has always insisted 


that man ought not to have disobeyed the divine prohibition. 


How shall we explain man's sinful response to the divinely created 


occasion for that sin? ~ recognizing that the possibility of evil 


is the condition upon which finite good must freely actualize itself, 


within the limits of finite freedom. The possibility of evil is im


plicit in the divine prohibition and this possibility lies in the 


nothing, the negative principle in created being . This principle 


must itself be negated consciously upon the instant it is consciously 


encountered or right action will not be actualized at all. There is 


no need for reason to prove or explain the possibility of evil since 


it is a principle, not a conclusion. 


Contemporary theology (Tillich) has misguidedly attempted to ex


plain the possibility of evil by claiming that there is a point in 
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which Creat~o anrl the Fall coincide - thus making actualized creation 


and estrru"ged existence identical. No interpretation could be more 


Ji::.:astrous for ar. 1mderstanding of the relation between grace arJd frt:e 


will. Revelation and not r eason mn~t help us here. Creation and th~ 


Fall ar8 not coinciderlt . Rather, Lhe coincidence is between grace and 


human freedom . (P:hil . 2 :13) Neither determines the ')ther. They co


operate in a union of t\vo wills , the <li vine and the human. Neither 


the nature of creation nor the causal efficacy of merit explains thi s 


mystery. There is only one adequate human embodiment of this mystery -


the sacramental life of l oving prayer in which one abides always in 


God's love and God abides in him; so that in this respect, as He is 


so are we in this world. (I J ohn 4:16-17) 


What could be more conspicuous by its absence from Genesis 2 


than any mention whatsoever of man's prayerfUl response in trust 


to that prohibition's rupture? Precisely at this point man should 


have come of age. Clearly, he did not because he would not. And 


Genesis J is not far off . 


2) Man's naming every living creature. This event follows immed


iately upon the prohibition. God brought the creatures to man "and 


whatever the man called every living creature, that was its name." 


(v .l9 ) The power of intellect to abstract adequately the essence 


of another creature is 9learly implied here. There is no following 


statement to the effect that man misnamed any _, some or all of those 


God brought to him. Ancient man understood that a name signifies its 
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bearer's nature or essential power. Both the activity and mystery 


of language are set forth in this text. 


As the divjne Word first gave existence to finite things, calling 


them up from chaos into cosmos, co the human word, language, stabilizo.; 


them in their passage. Human words are indeed held fast by things, 


ye t they give things a voice that recalls them to their divine origin 


and also draws them to their consummation. After weaning man from 


Himself by the prohibition, God did not abandon man to the terror of 


some primeval void but set abou~ drawing from him the logos of artic


ulate sound. With the birth of human language man is centered con


sciously, reflexively between his Creator and his own creaturely cir


cumstances. 


Language offers man the possibility of comprehending the Law of 


his own station in Creation. Unless he comprehended this he should 


not be·able to determine rationally the natures or becomings of other 


creatures - a necessary prelude to the further step he must take to


ward the self-knowing of his own duality as masculine and feminine. 


Man 1 s language not only marks out space humanly but halts the 


mindless transition from past to present, and from present to future. 


The name of a thing abides. It cannot be reduced to the temporal tra


jectory and numberless accidents of a thing's career. Language dis


closes the signature of the Abiding both within and without all those 


things which are forever coming to be and passing away. 


Man undertakes the task of naming creatures. He does this prior 
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to the Fall. This reveals a responsible human consciousness already 


active prior to the Fall. Contemporary theologians, philosophers 


and psychoanalysts who interpret the Fall honorifically as the 


necessary prelu~e to free man from the prison of dreaming innocence 


seem not to have attended closely to the text nor to have considered 


the moral significance of langua~~. 


There is no more dramatic symptom of the irrationalism of our 


era than the irreverence of contemporary man toward the gift of 


language. In this respect Confucius, that eminently reasonable 


thinker, lived in times like our own; and he set about working toward 


what he callec "the rectification of names" as a necessary preliminary 


to any restoration of social order. 


3) The making of wonuLD from the rib of~· The creation of man 


is not complete until woman is brought forth. The other creatures, 


though named by man, are necessary but not sufficient for the function


al objectification of himself. Without woman man would have remained 


a prisoner within his own subjectivity. That woman was made from his 


rib gives rise to many apt and beautiful suggestions. She is taken 


from his side and center, indicating that while he grounds her yet 


she completes him. She is no romantical mirror image of himself, no 


narcissistic reflection of his ego. Concretely, she both opposes and 


reposes him, complementing him in every creaturely respect. 
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The gift of language ru1d the bisexual structure of man bring 


his consciousness to functio::1al maturity. The academically popular 


alternative to this interpretat i on presupposes that man's consciousness 


could not matur e without his fir:t asserting his finite freedom over 


against his Creator , i.e. man required willingly to disorder his rel


ation to God and the cosmos o:- r t;main forever in an arrested develop


ment. But such a view shows, among othe r vices, bad faith in the 


Creator. Why should we believe that God arbitrarily and irrati~nally 


puts His creature, man, in the position - as we say - of being 


damned if he did and damned if he didn't? Such an interpretation 


provides no satisfactory answer to that question and betrays a care


less reading of the text. 


On the contrary, it is clear that God Himself undertook to in


itiate and bear first that psychological distance necessary between 


any two or more beings if they are to realize either friendship or 


estrangement. Otherwise, how shall we account for l) the Creator's 


initiating the prohibition followed by 2) His solicitude in observing 


that it is not good for man to be alone and 3) His undertaking next 


to find and then make a companion for the one who is now alone? In 


each instance the initiative is God's. The psychological distance 


remains - as it must, if man is to go on growing as a person - but 


it is brought to f1mct-lonal use as the necessary condi tio!1 for actu


alizing communion between friends or estrangement between aliens . 


There is no basis whatsoever in the story to suppo:-t the notion that 
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mall had deliber ately LO make himself a stranger in the WOrld i n order 


to achieve a gr eater goe;d . 


When woman is pr esented to him, man exper ie:1 ces t he company of 


hi s u..m k · n :1 , and the fi r st ru.diment of h1lTI!atl sociality. At t his 


point t~e developing cosmi c social structure includes l) God, 2) nllL~ 


a s completed , J) other finite cr';atur es . However, f ull social in


tercour se has not yet been act ual i zed. Addres s has occurred but not 


conversation . Man ha s not yet r eplied to God, nor t he woman to man, 


nor the ~~imals to either man or woman . Company has been established. 


S~ciety, as the ordered reciprocal activity between at least three 


persons has still t o be presented. 


III 


Genesis J begins with an astonishing event. Man is directly 


addressed by his creaturely environment through the initiative of 


the serpent, itself a wild, not a domestic creature. And it is woma~, 


the feminine side of his nature who is first approached . There is in 


this ordering of the encounter another feature of cosmos. In the 


distribution of the functional dignities of address the first honor 


goes to God. He speaks to man who then speaks only the names of 


creatures . Man then utters the full salutation to woman . 


In Chapter three this order is reversed . The creature speaks 


first, and to wnnan. There i s nothing inherently wrong with the 


s erpent 's fir st addres sing humank Lnd. It is one of the essential 


f eatur es of the wo~ld that thli1gs addr ess man in t heir own way. 
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But he is responsible for ru1swering them correctly, i.e., in full 


awareness of his vocational dignity and his own creaturely limit. 


The drama of the ~ocial and personal encounter between man as a 


whole and his environment introduces the religiou.3 significance of 


the third structu.re of existence, freedom and necessity. 


The stable relation between God the Unchanging (Jas.l:l7) and 


the creature as mutable (IICor. 3:18) is presented unequivocally in 


the story of the Fall of man. That the presentation is dramatic 


rather than analytical makes it universally available to the sensi


bilities of all sorts and conditions of men of good will. Such men 


are earnestly concerned to perform right action. And by grace they 


achieve it because they conform themselves to the non-relative pri


mordial relation between themselves and God. They believe such a 


stable relation and reference to be the case; and so pray without 


ceasing that they shall be preserved against taking offense at the 


eternal difference in dignity between the Creator and the creature. 


In the story of the Fall there is no hint that the woman and the man 


offered such a prayer when tempted to envy the prerogatives of God. 


When Genesis 3 is approached alertly and soberly the fundamental 


character of human freedom and necessity emerges with great force; 


as does the dialectic between them. Finite freedom is actualized as 


a strict unity of possibility and necessity. In the human creature 


finite freedom consists in the capacity to choose freely and to 


imagine a possibility for itself and others. Such an imagined possi


bility may or may not conform to the inner necessity of ~he human 
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creature i t.s'.:"')lf . Hwnan imagl.'lat ~on if so disordered by the will 


can disregard t-he esscm t Lal creaturely l im~_t in human being or vo-


Man's nece'"'sity is ontologi·<=L and vocational. The limits of 


his being a_nd his calling are gi.rcn him in advance. It is nm1 time 


to observe from Lhe story in \ihat.. respects woman and m.a'1 abuse these 


limits when tempted to do so. 


The woman falls through choosing to actualize sheer fantasy 


(Gen. 3:6). Like every creature she is suspended between the inner 


necessity of her nature and the lure of appetite. As human she con


jures with imaginati on a possibility made plausible by belief in the 


serpent's declaration of God's alleged deception and vulnerability. 


She has to choose between two conflicting beliefs; either she believes 


God obediently or the serpent opportunistically. 


Now appears one of the most important features of the story. 


Human beings choose means and wish ends. Clearly then, these beliefs 


between which she nrust choose are mutually exclusive means toward 


nrutually exclusive ends. Choosing to believe God would have preserved 


her against the disfunctional vision of the world which her disobed


ience effected. (Gen. 3:7) This introduces what for o~r time is a 


staggering and unwelcome thought: there are just some things that 


in the practical order ought not to be known. What are they? What


ever things are inimi cal t.o right action at the tjme, such as the 


actualized condequences of a wrong action which ought not to be taken. 
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Finitucte cannot have it both ways in the same place, at the same 


time , with the same person, in the same way toward the same end. 


That is why Aristotle says that thPre is only one way to go right, 


but many ways to go wrong. It ~ ;· not true because he said it; 


rather, he said it because it i.J .rue. 


The woman chooses to actuaJ ize her fantasy rather than, for the 


love and sake of God to hold ob~diently to her necessary creaturely 


limit. Man is in worse case. Loving his wife more than the truth, 


' he simply fails to actualize what good he knows alrea~. St. Paul 


observes that, unlike the woman, man was not deceived. (I Tim. 2:14) 


The heart of the matter is this: Whatever are the things at 


the time in the practical order that ought not to be known or done, 


or both, there remains always one potentiality that we should never 


actualize - no, not to all eternity. This is another unwelcome 


thought for our time during which so many are bent on the notio~ 


that man is a bundle of potentialities driving toward their actuali-


zation . It is fatally overlooked that there is a potentiality in us 


that must be negated rather than realized. Therefore we must pray 


continually for the grace to negate at . all times the possibility of 


disobeying the divine imperative. But this is not the same as ex-


ercizing our potential for obeying God's will, as though we had it 


in our own power to bring that off out of hand. 


What is the movement required of the human creature when tempted 


to nihilate freely the divi.''le imperative? It is a double movement, 
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a double negat i ,)n which c•.maisL> in our refusal to refuse the divine 


will. This dtit. ble moveme!1t wo'..lld bu unnecessary had we primordially 


the power to crea"Le the go:>d by d_ivine fiat. Sinc:e such power is 


not our3 by nat. ,.:.~e we are 'l'lab~e Jirectly to affirm ourselves in the 


good, let alone pronounce the g<) ~>' i into sxistence as does the Creator. 


Mysteriously, hrJWever, we possess ',he initiative for withdrawing into 


the no thing from which we were called into being. We must not give 


ourselves airs that exercising that initiative frustrates the will 


of God, as Creator. Yet it does indeed frustrate our conscious 


communion with God and so destroys o'J.r realizing our divine-hu.ma.n 


destiny. It is in this sense only that our withdrawal into the 


nothing can be sajd to frustrate the passage of being. 


This freely willed failure to attend singlemindedly to the 


divlne imperative, this refusal to "wait upon God", actualizes the 


nothing by corrupting from the Wmlli.D side the relationship between 


creature and Creator. The demonic sufferL~g which this entails 


causes us to recognize evil as not only a privation but also as pos


itive. "Something" which is no - thing then erodes the otherwise 


glorious passage of' being. Maritain puts this well in commenting 


on John 15:5, "'For without me, you can do nothing'; which is to say, 


'Without me you can make that thing which is nothing' . 11 


Sartre says that.man's freedom co~sists in his power to say no. 


Unfortunately l c; :toes not go on to say th&t man is under primordial 


obligatio.:1 to say, by grace, no to his cwn no. This is the do'lb:e 
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negation available to the human creature by which he obeys the nec


essary limit within himself and becomes established in the freedom 


of the children of God. 


This eternal dialectical relation between the Creator and 


creature wherein the human creature can freely frustrate his own 


proper destiny is the most soberlne of all the issues of life avail


able to us to contemplate and live through. 


When one not only 11 sees 11 this changeless relation between the 


Unchanging and the mutable but also consents to it as the case eter


nally (I Peter 1:25) he will, like Job, repent. He will begin modestly 


to make his return to the beginning of beginnings; and will not vainly 


take flight into the endless vagaries of thought which when ungrounded 


on right belief soon loses the very intelligibility by which the 


human mind is graced. 


Only such a penitent comes finally to be at home in the world. 


Upon the instant he confesses his belief and renounces all pretensions 


to supercede his Creator, behold, he is granted the vision of an in


telligible world in which he finds his place, his passage and his 


consummation . 


Perhaps Te~~yson's grasp of that splendor prompted these first 


two stanzas he wrote for his epitaph: 







Sun~,;L, t and evvr.in :~tar, 


And one c ~"ur <:all for me! 
A11d may ~.here l!e 1 o r.wan ing of the Lar, 


Whun I put ou' ' .:;ea, 


Bu .;•<ch a t i 13 .1. !Tl.)V ing seems asleep, 
.roo full for .;<• wd and foam, 


When that which l··cw from out the boLmdle s deep 
Turns again h •rnu . 
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